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INTRO + WHY

Stakeholders should also prioritize transparency, racial
equity, and inclusive development practices in the
process, selection of benefits, and final CBA contract.

With each new agreement signed, Community Benefits
Agreements (CBAs) are becoming a more common
and essential tool in the equitable development
toolbox. When created and executed according to key
principles, they are a powerful driver for strengthening
neighborhoods, increasing community engagement, and
creating equitable communities.

About this Guide.

What are essential parts of a strong Community
Benefits Agreement?

It covers essential elements of the CBA process
including planning a community engagement process,
when CBAs should be used, types of community
benefits, and necessary elements of the contract.

Many different forms of CBAs exist across the country,
some with more success than others. There are three
key principles that most effective and accountable
CBAs have in common. Any community considering an
agreement should ensure they intentionally incorporate
these three principles into the process and final
document.

1. COMMUNITY REPRESENTATION
LEADING THE NEGOTIATING
PROCESS.
2. MUTUAL BENEFITS FOR THE
NEIGHBORHOOD, REGION, AND
DEVELOPER.
3. LEGALLY BINDING AGREEMENTS
THAT ARE ENFORCEABLE BY THE
COMMUNITY.

Each section of this guide will dive into the baseline
information any community member, neighborhood
advocate, government official, or developer needs to
better understand and begin creation of a Community
Benefits Agreement.

If you are interested in forming a Community Benefits
Agreement and would like further information please
reach out to equitablestl@gmail.com.
About Equitable STL
Equitable St. Louis serves to empower residents to drive
racially equitable development in the St. Louis region
through the use of Community Benefits Agreements
that are community-based, legally binding, and
enforceable by the community. The coalition advocates
for policy level implementation by providing education
tools, data, and support to community members,
neighborhood organizations, institutions, and local
government.
We believe that St. Louis must address our regional
inequities in order to grow. We will prioritize
transparent, inclusive, and racially equitable
development that invests in historically disenfranchised
neighborhoods, particularly communities of color.
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CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH
TO NEGOTIATE A CBA
Community Benefits Agreements (CBAs) can be
negotiated in a variety of contexts – with developers
bringing new development projects to a community, or
with institutions like banks, hospitals or public utility
companies. A CBA can help ensure that new investments
in a community are equitable and inclusive. Major
projects have the potential to drastically change a
community, and a CBA gives community residents power
to avoid displacement and ensure they benefit from those
changes too.
There are certain conditions when CBAs should be
required because of their size and impact on the
community. A CBA should be required for projects that
meet one of the following conditions:
PUBLIC SUBSIDIES OVER $1 MILLION
such as TIF, tax abatement, below-market value land
transfers, and other local tax subsidies. (This does not
include state or federal tax credits such as the Low
Income Housing Tax Credits). If our tax dollars are
subsidizing projects, taxpayers should get a say in
how the project will benefit the community.
		

AND/OR…

TOTAL INVESTMENT OVER $15 MILLION
A large project, regardless of where the financing
comes from, needs to ensure there are meaningful
benefits provided to the impacted community. Think
about the impact of a stadium or a large corporate
headquarters. That project is going to drastically
change the landscape of the neighborhood or displace
residents, and there is a responsibility to ensure that
community needs are being met.
CBAs must be part of any development project that
meets one or more of these conditions. When a project
receives more than $1 million in public subsidies, or has
a total project cost of over $15 million there must be a
CBA that provides meaningful benefits to the community.
There may also be other projects that should have a CBA
because it will significantly impact the neighborhood’s
demographics, health, or quality of life. Neighborhoods
can push for CBAs on these types of projects, and
can use a Neighborhood Impact Assessment tool to
determine when and how to push for a CBA.
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Neighborhood Impact Assessment
A Neighborhood Impact Assessment can help determine
next steps for how to approach a CBA, including
identifying key stakeholders that should be involved in
the CBA process and the factors that determine what
types of benefits can be included in the CBA. This is
a useful process for projects where CBAs should be
required. But if a project doesn’t meet the conditions
required for a CBA, communities can still decide to push
for a CBA depending on the type of project and the
characteristics of the neighborhood. This can be assessed
through a Neighborhood Impact Assessment.
There is no one right way to do a neighborhood
impact assessment, but it should include examining
various factors and indicators that are important
to your community as a way to prepare to engage
stakeholders and decide what a CBA should look like.
This process increases the likelihood of having equitable
representation amongst community stakeholders and
insures that development benefits the entire community.
The community decides what types of indicators are
important to consider in the assessment, which could
include data points in the categories below.

COMMUNITY
DEMOGRAPHICS
•
•
•
•

Poverty Rate
Median Family Income
Race and Ethnicity
Age

HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENT
• Air Quality
• Lead Exposure
• Green Space

QUALITY OF LIFE
Neighborhood Amenities
and Services
• Grocery stores, banks,
restaurants, other services
• Access and frequency of
public transportation
Employment
• Rates of employment
• Availability of Jobs

Public Safety
• Crime rates
• Community Relations
with the Police
Infrastructure
• Sidewalks
• Street lighting

Mapping out various stakeholders in the community can
also be included in the neighborhood impact assessment,
which can help inform who should be included in
discussions about a CBA. This could be an ecosystem
map of neighborhood groups, businesses, institutions, and
influential people that could play a role in a CBA.
A neighborhood impact assessment can help guide the
process for creating a CBA, what kinds of benefits are
included in a CBA and can also help measure the longterm impact of a development project. Specific tools for
a neighborhood impact assessment are referenced in the
appendix. As a coalition, Equitable St. Louis is able to
support community groups in these efforts with technical
assistance.

WHO IS AT THE TABLE?
As stated earlier, the purpose of a Community
Benefits Agreement is to foster equitable and inclusive
development practices, while mitigating negative impact on
communities. In order to ensure that a CBA is successful,
there must be equitable and inclusive representation at
the negotiation table. There isn’t a set formula of who to
invite into the conversation, but there are standard players
within a community that should be considered as you work
to identify benefits with key stakeholders. Here are some
resident voices to include in the conversation, taking into
consideration who will be most impacted by
the development:
YOUTH
SENIORS
RENTERS
HOMEOWNERS
BUSINESS OWNERS

COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS
SCHOOLS

phase if city councilor or alderperson approval is needed
for an abatement or other involved incentive. When this
is the case and city representation is invited to the table, it
is imperative to remember that the community should be
driving the process, not the elected officials. This ensures
a true, community-driven process that will honor the best
interests of the area residents and stakeholders.
The final member at the table is the developer. A successful
CBA is a win-win situation for the both the community and
the developer, leading to a smooth development process
in which the community sees the results of their benefit
negotiations and the developer successfully completes
the project. It is important that the community coalition
identifies benefit priorities before moving on to negotiation
conversations with a developer. Bringing the city, developer,
attorneys, and community together to begin negotiation
after the initial agreement conversations is much later in
the process.

FAITH COMMUNITIES
UNIONS
UNHOUSED

The neighborhood impact assessment is a great way
to understand who is likely to be most affected by the
development and who in the community is currently
most underserved. The information gathered from the
assessment should inform the stakeholders brought to the
table, expanding upon and reinforcing the importance of
the various resident voices listed above.
The City’s primary role in most community benefits
agreements is to provide information about the project to
the community, informing them of development plans.
They will also typically be involved during the negotiation

This visualization shows the basic relationships between community,
city, and developer in the CBA process. In some cases, the City is also
a signatory on an agreement, shown here with a dotted line.
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CATEGORIES OF BENEFITS:
WHAT TO INCLUDE IN A CBA
The types of benefits you include in negotiations should be informed by the neighborhood impact assessment and
feedback from community activities. These could fit under categories including Quality of Life, Environmental or Health
Impacts, Housing, or Workforce, and are informed by the demographics of the neighborhood.
Depending on your neighborhood assessment results, here are examples of benefits that have been asked for in other
CBAs across the country:

HOUSING BENEFITS:
Housing benefits should always be considered in CBAs,
both for low-poverty and high-poverty communities.
The most popular housing benefits include affordable
housing requirements, like setting aside a certain number
of affordable units in a new housing development or
contributing to a shared affordable housing development
fund. However, benefits can take a variety of other
forms like relocation assistance for families displaced by
a development project, or home repair funds for existing
residents in a neighborhood.
Example: Community members in Detroit’s Delray
neighborhood negotiated a CBA with developers of
the Gordie Howe International Bridge that included a
“home swap” program. In it, Delray residents were able
to trade their current homes, which were near the new
bridge’s footprint, for houses owned by the Detroit Land
Bank Authority (DLBA). A local non-profit organization
was contracted to renovate the properties before families
moved in to DLBA houses at no cost to the homeowners.1
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WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
& JOB CREATION:
Many CBAs include commitments around jobs, hiring
requirements, and other workforce benefits, which could
include requirements for living wages or “labor peace
agreements” that mandate private businesses operating at
the site respect workers’ right to organize.
Example: In 2018, the Milwaukee Bucks NBA
organization and a coalition of community and labor
groups in Milwaukee under the umbrella of The
Milwaukee Area Service and Hospitality Workers
Organization (MASH) agreed to a community benefits
agreement surrounding the Milwaukee Bucks’ new arena
development in downtown Milwaukee. The community
coalition and Milwaukee Bucks came to a landmark
agreement to raise standards for service jobs in the life of
the Milwaukee Bucks new area, including:

• Wage floor on a path to $15 per hour (by 2023, starting
at $12.50 in 2018)

Example: In Milwaukee, WI, the Park East
Redevelopment Compact required that the construction
of new affordable housing be no less than 20% of total
housing units. 2

• Half of all jobs in the arena and surrounding

Example: The Bayview-Hunters Point CBA in San
Francisco, CA included a provision that 32% of new
housing units would set aside as affordable for various
income levels. Additionally, the CBA provides housing
assistance funds geared towards neighborhood residents.3

of employees through the MASH hiring hall

development filled by residents of targeted
neighborhoods

• Requirement that covered employers source a pipeline
• Protection of workers’ rights to organize a union with a
free and fair process 4

Example: NoHo Commons in North Hollywood,
CA signed a CBA in 2001. The project was a 16.7 acre
residential, retail, and office development receiving over
$31 million in public subsidies and loans. The CBA
included requirement that all of the developer’s direct
employees and contractors would pay living wages, and at
least 75% of jobs of all jobs in the project would be living
wage. If the 75% goal wasn’t met within a two-year period,
the developer pays a $10,000 penalty and meets with the
coalition to develop additional steps to meet the goal. 5
Example: In 2017, workers at Chicago’s O’Hare and
Midway International Airports gained a significant
victory after the Chicago City Council agreed, after
years of workers fighting, to enact an ordinance that
mandated specific labor standards as a prerequisite for
any contractor providing services at the airports. The
City was able to do this because all contractors must be
licensed by the City in order to operate at the airports.
Among the labor standards enacted were:

• Contractors must pay at least $13.45 per hour, and
increase every year based on inflation.

• Any contractor at the airport must establish “labor

peace agreements,” mandating the company may not
interfere with workers’ right to organize. 6

QUALITY OF LIFE:
Benefits could address community concerns related to:

• Traffic, environmental conditions, greening,
education, financial empowerment.

• Child Savings Accounts/IDAs
• Early Childhood Education Centers and Childcare
Facilities

Example: SunQuest Industrial Park signed a CBA in
2001 for a 33-acre project in Los Angeles. The agreement
included a guaranteed 4,000 square foot facility to be used
for a youth center with 10,000 square feet of outdoor space.
In addition, provisions in the agreement limited truck idling
to cut back on exhaust pollution, and a fund was established
to create arts programming for area residents and to invest
in public art throughout the project site.

HEALTH:
CBAs could include benefits that provide grocery stores,
medical services access, and community health workers.
Example: The Lorenzo Project CBA was negotiated in
2011 in South Los Angeles, California. The UNIDAD
coalition successfully advocated for 7,500 square feet on
the ground floor of this mixed-use development to be put
in use as a community health center. The center would be
housed rent-free with start-up funding for health services
delivery, medical equipment and community outreach.
Example: The One Hill Coalition in the Hill District of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania negotiated a CBA to accompany
a new Pittsburgh Penguins sports arena, along with an
anticipated hotel and other adjacent redevelopment
projects. One of the negotiated benefits was an $1 million
contribution from the Penguins towards building a grocery
store in the area.

COMMUNITY BENEFIT FUND
An alternate option for community benefits agreements is
negotiating contributions to a community benefits fund.
With these funds, communities in high-income areas can
negotiate for a CBA where developers contribute to a
city-wide or regional shared fund that intentionally invests
in high-poverty areas. This fund can be used for a variety
of programs ranging from community policing reforms
to supportive programs for seniors. We recommend
investments that systematically further equity and
increased opportunity.
Example: The Community Benefits Fund in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The fund collects fees from development
projects and makes grants available to nonprofit
community-based organizations throughout the city, based
on suggestions made by a Community Benefits Advisory
Committee following a comprehensive needs assessment.
While this is not an example of a private CBA, it
demonstrates the kinds of programs that can be funded
through community benefits agreements.
This isn’t an exhaustive list of all the things that could be
included in a CBA. Each community should find benefits
that respond to their unique needs and opportunities.
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FORMING AND ENFORCING THE CBA
An effective community benefits agreement must be legally
binding and enforceable by the community. In this section
we provide an overview of what this means as well as an
introduction tools you can use to make sure your CBA
process is formed in a legally binding and enforceable
manner. Make sure you have your community coalition set
and priorities finalized before meeting with a developer in
any capacity.

WHAT IS A LEGALLY BINDING DOCUMENT?
A legally binding document is an agreement between
two or more parties that is enforceable by law. This often
takes the form of a contract, which is what we suggest
communities use when negotiating a CBA. It is a red flag
if a developer insists that your community simply trust
their word and resists using contracts when negotiating a
CBA. While this isn’t to say a particular developer is being
dishonest, it is always best to have written proof of your
agreed benefits and obligations that the law can enforce
should something go wrong. Your agreement should also
include a “private right of action” that states your right to
bring a lawsuit in case the developer you’re working with
breaks the contract.

KEY SECTIONS TO INCLUDE
Over the years a fairly standard form has emerged for the
way CBA contracts are developed. While the specifics will
change depending on your community and its needs, here
are some key sections that successful CBAs include in their
contracts between developers, community groups, and
whoever else may be involved in the negotiation process.
An example contract can be found in the appendix.
Recitals: This section provides a brief background on
the agreement
Definitions: This section defines key terms used
throughout the agreement
Agreement: This section lays out the specific
commitments and obligations of all signatories, —
organizations signing on to the CBA — including the
developer, community representatives, and whoever else
may have been a part of the negotiating process.
Enforcement: This section describes in detail the process
for enforcing the CBA, to make sure that all agreed
commitments are being upheld. This is where the process
for legal enforcement is laid out should the developer or
the community not hold up their end of the CBA. It often
includes a notice period where problems can be handled
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before entering the enforcement period, where legal
consequences can be pursued.
Termination: This section details the conditions under
which the CBA can be terminated. This commonly
includes two situations — terminating the CBA because
it has reached its expiration date, and cancelling the CBA
because the project was not approved by the government’s
development review committee(s).
Implementation: This section describes in detail exactly
how the CBA will be carried out. It includes items like
who is considered a valid signatory, how the CBA applies
to contractors and sub-contractors, as well as other
considerations.

WHO SHOULD WE CHOOSE AS
SIGNATORIES FOR OUR CBA?
Deciding who should sign your CBA contract should
be a collective decision made by the the community
representatives negotiating the agreement, as explained
in section three of this guide. Some groups choose to
form a coalition that then chooses a lead representative to
sign for and represent all coalition members on the CBA.
Others choose to have each negotiating organization send
a representative to sign the CBA. Whichever direction you
choose, it’s important to make sure that organizations —
not individuals — should be signing CBAs. This is so that
should anything happen to a specific person the groups can
continue to effectively enforce the CBA in their absence.
Other key signatories who are not community members
include all developers involved in CBA negotiations, and
any other entities that were involved in developing the
CBA, whether it is a sports team or local government.

WE HAVE A CBA. WHAT DO WE DO NEXT?
Negotiating and signing your CBA is only the beginning!
Overseeing and enforcing your CBA after it’s been signed
is essential to making sure your community receives the
benefits it deserves. Here are some basic elements of an
effective oversight and enforcement process.
Monitoring: Determine who will be keeping an eye on
development as it progresses. Monitoring can include
everything from following up with developers through
written and pre-determined reporting periods and methods

that include documentation of developer’s activities
towards fulfilling the CBA (ex: yearly check-in meetings
between your coalition and the developer) to checking
in with community members to see if they are receiving
the benefits (ex: workforce training) developers agreed
to provide in your CBA. This should be consistently
sustained throughout the life of the agreement.
Enforcement: In your CBA you should have a set
procedure for how community members will enforce
the agreement should the developer not live up to their
commitment. This should include a process for settling
disputes as well as an internal process for deciding how
your coalition or organizations will handle the logistics
of enforcing your CBA. Each enforcement process
will be slightly different depending on the project and
community context, although our CBA examples in
the appendix can give you an idea of some common
practices.

TWO COMMON ENFORCEMENT
PROCESSES AND TOOLS
Notice period  Remedy Period  Lawsuit
(Process): The most common way CBAs are enforced
is through a three-part process. The notice period is the
period when your community lets the developer know
that they are not living up to their commitment. Next is
the remedy period, when the developer is given a window
of time to fix the issue without any legal consequences. If
they do not remedy the issue, you can then move on to a
lawsuit, where you can pursue a legal action, or a request
for legal enforcement of the CBA.
Fines and Clawbacks (Tools): Two tools communities
can use to enforce a CBA are fines and clawbacks. Fines
are a fee the developer must pay for breaking their
commitments under the CBA if they don’t fix an issue
during the remedy period. A clawback, on the other
hand, is when a community—or more commonly a local
government—takes back the money it gave to a project
as punishment for not completing their obligations under
the CBA. This tool is more often used in the case of tax
breaks or other public subsidies.

CLOSING STATEMENT
Equitable development benefits everyone and
ultimately strengthens the St. Louis region.
Community Benefits Agreements are an invaluable
tool towards achieving that goal. Effective CBAs
follow a few basic principles that start and end with
community. If an agreement was not developed
through a transparent, community led process; if it
does not produce mutual benefits for residents, the
region, and the developer; or if it does not include a
legally binding agreement that’s truly enforceable by
the community and its residents—then it is not a CBA.
As advocates for equitable development, it’s our duty
to make sure that development in our area benefits
those most vulnerable to its potential harms. We hope
the preceding guide helps you advocate for the kind of
development all St. Louisans deserve.
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APPENDIX

GLOSSARY

RESOURCES: GROUPS AND
ORGANIZATIONS

Clawback - when a community —or more commonly
a local government—takes back the money it gave
a developer when contractual obligations under the
agreement have not been fulfilled; this is more most
commonly used in the case of tax breaks or other public
subsidies.

The Partnership for Working Families:
The Partnership for Working Families is a national
network of regional advocacy organizations working
around issues of economic and environmental justice.
They have a wealth of resources about community
benefits agreements that fit within their mission of
promoting policies that strengthen communities.

Community Benefits Agreement - contract signed
by community groups and a developer that require the
developer to provide a range of specific community
benefits related to a proposed development project.
In exchange, community groups agree to support the
project.
Equitable Development - economic and/or community
development that meets the needs of underserved
communities and individuals through projects, programs,
and/or policies that reduce inequality while fostering
places that are healthy, vibrant, and diverse.
Living Wage - A wage that allows workers to afford a
modest but decent standard of living, including basics
like food, housing, utilities, transportation, child care,
healthcare, and other essentials like clothing.
Racial Equity - a condition where one’s racial identity
does not predict how they fare in life; this includes
eliminating policies, practices, attitudes and cultural
messages that reinforce unequal racial outcomes, and
building systems and cultures that not only undo those
negative effects, but also create better systems in their
place.
Stakeholders - people, groups, organizations,
or businesses that have interest or concern in the
community; examples include residents, community
groups, developers, government workers, business
owners, or neighborhood leaders.
Subsidy - financial support given by a government or
other public body to assist an industry or business with
the goal of promoting a desired economic or social
policy; some examples include tax breaks, cash grants,
and interest-free loans.
Workforce Development - activities, policies, and
programs used by communities, organizations, and
governments to create and sustain a workforce that can
support current and future business in a certain area.
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http://www.forworkingfamilies.org/campaigns/CBA
Equitable STL: Equitable STL is a coalition that
works to empower residents to drive racially equitable
development in St. Louis through community benefits
agreements that are community-based, legally binding,
and enforceable by the community. The coalition provides
educational tools, data, and support to community
members, neighborhood organizations, institutions, and
local government.

DOCUMENTS AND TOOLS

(links at www.equitablestlouis.org)
Community Benefits Agreements: Options for
Connecting Development and Community
Benefits in St. Louis: This article was written as a
part of Washington University School of Law’s Urban
Revitalization Clinic. It provides an introduction to
community benefits agreements and describes different
types of CBAs and various approaches a community can
choose to form a CBA.
Common Challenges in Negotiating Community
Benefits Agreements and How to Avoid Them:
A helpful guide by the Partnership for Working
Families that draws on a decade of community benefits
agreements experience that highlights common issues
facing CBA coalitions and how they can be avoided.
Community Benefits Agreements: A Framework for
Success: An online tool by the Partnership for Working
Families that guides groups through the process of
developing a CBA coalition, agreement, and enforcement
process.
Community Benefits Agreements: Definitions,
Values, and Legal Enforceability: This document by
the Partnership for Working Families provides a more
in-depth explanation and guide for drafting a community
benefits agreement contract and common pitfalls often
faced.

Forward Through Ferguson Report
The Ferguson Commission’s process of engaging over
3,000 St. Louis residents to surface the region’s most
critical needs produced a landmark community policy
document that spans a broad range of sectors and
systems. Its nearly 200 recommendations are a useful
starting point for any community looking for actionable
steps to take towards racial equity.

NEIGHBORHOOD IMPACT
ASSESSMENT TOOLS
Health Impact Assessment (HIA): Systematic
process uses data and stakeholder input to determine
potential effects of a proposed project on the health
(social, economic and environmental influences) of a
population and the distribution of those effects within the
population, providing recommendations on monitoring
and managing those effects.
Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Data and
Mapping Tool: Includes data on housing disparities,
as well as an index of opportunity measures like
school proficiency, transit access, poverty rate, and
environmental health hazards.
Community Commons: Easy to build needs
assessments at county level, community data hubs
and mapping
Social Vulnerability Index: Census Tract Level analysis
of the capacity of communities to manage stress/shocks
(Storms, Economic Shocks, Pandemics)
Opportunity Index: Index of opportunity on state and
county level. Provides a snapshot of conditions related to
economic, education, health, and community.
Health Landscape (UDS): County Level Database with
additional resources for creating resource maps with
point data
Build Healthy Places: Listing of high quality mapping
tools for Health Access and Social Determinants of
Health

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA:
Social Explorer: https://www.socialexplorer.com/
Policy Map: https://www.policymap.com/maps
Census, American Fact Finder

EXAMPLES OF CBA CONTRACTS
Hill District CBA (Pittsburgh, PA)
Los Angeles International Airport CBA
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